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Abstract

Direct air carbon capture and storage (DACCS) involves a set of approaches for cap-

turing CO2 directly from the air and its subsequent long-term storage. DACCS is at an

early stage of technical development and currently faces a variety of challenges, includ-

ing high cost and energy requirements. Building on publicly available data, this paper

provides: (i) an overview and classification of DACCS systems, (ii) a harmonization of

technical and economic performance of direct air capture technologies, (iii) a compre-

hensive list of technical- and infrastructure-based obstacles to scaling DACCS systems,
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and (iv) a roadmap and list of priority initiatives for research, development, demonstra-

tion, and deployment of DACCS. Our intent is to drive progress against high-impact

priority actions, with a focus on accelerating research, development, and deployment

of safe, scalable, and low cost DACCS as a component of the broader carbon dioxide

removal portfolio.

1 Introduction

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change suggests that, in addition to rapidly re-

ducing CO2 emissions, we will need to remove between 1.3–29 GtCO2 from the atmosphere

annually by 2050 to limit global warming to 1.5°C above pre-industrial temperatures.1 Car-

bon dioxide removal (CDR) encompasses a set of solutions that accomplishes this task by

drawing down atmospheric CO2 and durably storing it. Many CDR solutions, however, are

not yet ready for large-scale deployment as there is significant uncertainty regarding their

mechanics, cost, and broader impact. Further, deployment of these solutions may require

long lead times that will need to be compressed in order to mitigate climate change on rel-

evant time scales. Thus, this decade is a decisive period to test and develop CDR options

that will eventually deliver the negative greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions required for climate

stability.

Broadly, CDR solutions can be grouped into three categories. There are varying naming

conventions for these three groups within the CDR community and a consensus has not yet

emerged on how to best label them. For the purposes of this paper, we refer to biogenic, geo-

chemical and novel CDR. Biogenic CDR entails harnessing natural carbon fixation processes

through living organisms, such as photosynthesis. Geochemical CDR harnesses carbon fixa-

tion processes that occur and are geochemical in nature, such as weathering, mineralization,

and the transfer of carbon between the air and ocean. Novel CDR (nCDR) includes novel

applications and combinations of chemistry, geochemistry, physics, and biology that do not

occur widely in nature, such as most approaches commonly referred to as direct air capture
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and direct ocean capture.

Direct air carbon capture and (permanent) storage (DACCS), is a valuable component

of this portfolio. DACCS’ distinctive positive attributes include large potential scalability

(in terms of physical requirements), relative ease of monitoring, reporting and verification

(MRV), and high durability of carbon storage. In direct air capture (DAC), CO2 is chem-

ically or physically separated from other gas components in air in facilities that can be

switched on and off, making DAC technologies highly controllable. Moreover, geological

storage and in-situ mineralization, the two most prominently discussed options to store CO2

captured at scale from DAC facilities, are both durable storage solutions for which MRV

is straightforward and reliable, compared to other forms of CDR that take place in open

environments.

However, DACCS faces certain uncertainties, limitations and obstacles. To date, only one

DAC technology has reached commercial deployment and few technologies have reached pi-

lot plant scale (technology readiness level (TRL) of 6 or higher2). Moreover, all known

technologies face the challenge of high current energy requirements and cost (measured

plant performance data: heat, 1500 kWh/tCO2;3,4 electricity, 500 kWh/tCO2;3,4 and cost,

USD600–1000/tCO2
5–7). For DACCS to play a major role in the climate response, both

energy and cost must be reduced. Previous studies indicate that cost must be reduced by a

factor of approximately 5–10 in order to achieve values of USD100–300/t of net CO2 removed

in a long term.1,8 This means that for a targeted 10 Gt net CO2 removal annually, the world

will need to invest $1 trillion per year, if DAC cost is to be reduced to USD100/tCO2.

Accordingly, it is critical that developments and improvements for a range of DAC tech-

nologies are rapidly expedited this decade. This advancement requires a greater understand-

ing of the current state of DACCS and identification of existing obstacles to scaling at the

pace required to meaningfully contribute to climate targets.

This paper aims to surface opportunities to accelerate DACCS research, testing, develop-

ment, and deployment, and to prioritize activities designed to remedy current key gaps and
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obstacles. We build on previous literature6,8–14 and on discussions with experts to provide:

(i) an overview and classification of DACCS systems, (ii) an overview and harmonization of

technical and economic performance of DAC technologies, based on publicly available data,

(iii) a comprehensive list of technical and infrastructure-based obstacles to scaling DACCS

systems, and (iv) a list of priority initiatives, including a roadmap to 2050, for unlocking

research, development, demonstration and deployment (RDD&D) of DACCS. In (iv), we

define priority initiatives as RDD&D activities necessary to overcome identified obstacles.

This paper focuses on RDD&D obstacles only, as obstacles related to other supporting el-

ements of a high-functioning CDR ecosystem such as demand, human capital and social

acceptance15 are expected to apply to CDR solutions more generally and not to DACCS

systems specifically.

2 Methodology

For DAC technology classification, we first screened available literature and collected infor-

mation on the current state of DAC deployment. We assessed reported DAC process designs,

input (e.g., materials, energy supply systems) and output (e.g., CO2 product stream, waste)

of DAC units, required equipment to enable DAC operation, required land and additional

resources to enable DAC plant development, and current DAC companies and TRLs. The

latest reported DAC process designs helped us classify the technologies by their capture

mechanism and release driver (see Section 3).

We then developed a harmonized techno-economic analysis (TEA) framework supporting

a techno-economic comparison of DAC technologies as: (i) the most well-known obstacle to

de-risk and enable large-scale implementation of DAC is the current high cost, (ii) current

cost drivers can pinpoint technology obstacles and areas for technology improvement, thus

priority initiatives, and (iii) cost comparison of technologies on a like-for-like basis was chal-

lenging when based on the available data. The harmonization allows for the comparison of
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different DAC processes from different data sources. The harmonized TEA framework uses

identical assumptions, system boundary definitions, and assessment procedure to deal with

different TRLs. As a result, we derived our own first-of-a-kind (FOAK) plant cost values

(using inputs from the publicly available data) (see Section 4), which differ from those in

the original sources, but are comparable among each others.

Next, we categorized obstacles across five main areas: (i) materials for carbon cap-

ture, (ii) DAC process designs, (iii) essential equipment for the operation of a DAC unit,

(iv) DACCS system integration, and (v) infrastructure for enabling a large-scale DACCS

deployment. By system integration, we refer to the integration of DACCS into the wider

industrial and energy networks and into society.

Priority initiatives were then derived, resulting in our proposed DACCS’ Roadmap

to Gigaton Scale. We involved an advisory board constituted of representatives from

academia, industry, investment, government and policy making in defining the approach

to roadmapping and the identification and framing of obstacles and priority initiatives.

Throughout the roadmapping process, we convened the advisory board to: (i) brainstorm the

best approach for the roadmapping exercise, and (ii) review obstacles and priority initiatives

for DACCS. For the roadmap, lead actors (i.e., academia, industry, government), critical

paths and milestones to short (by 2030), medium (by 2040), and long (by 2050) term, and

investment cost ranges are provided for all identified priority initiatives.

3 Overview and classification of DACCS systems

We classified DAC processes into different technology categories for comparison across energy,

cost, and specific RDD&D requirements.
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Figure 1 | Schematic representation of the considered system boundary: DAC plant. The dif-
ferent elements of the DAC plant are: (i) the DAC unit, which captures CO2 from the air (blue arrows);
(ii) the upstream energy supply infrastructure (yellow arrows); (iii) the downstream CO2 transport and
storage infrastructure (purple arrows); (iv) the material supply chain (green arrows); and (v) the Scope 1
(direct emissions from the operation of the DAC unit) and Scope 2 (indirect emissions from the operation
of the DAC unit) emissions (red arrows). Different energy sources and energy supply systems that provide
heat and/or electricity to the DAC unit are considered.
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3.1 Defining the system boundary of a DAC plant

We define a DAC process as the process of capturing CO2 from atmospheric air, i.e., separat-

ing the ultra-dilute CO2 (today around 420 ppm) from other gases. This definition excludes

the steps in which captured CO2 is transported and stored or further conditioned to meet

specific requirements imposed by the storage option. We refer to the latter as DACCS. A

DAC plant mainly consists of a DAC unit, which interacts with the existing energy supply

system, the material supply chain, and the CO2 transport and storage infrastructure (if CO2

is permanently stored). The considered system boundary of a DAC plant is illustrated in

Figure 1. In general, the capture of CO2 from the air requires input of both materials and

energy, which can be either heat and/or electricity. As output, DAC processes deliver a

more concentrated CO2 stream, while they may also create waste (e.g., degraded solvent

or sorbent material) and/or produce direct CO2 emissions itself (‘emitted CO2 from flue

gas’ in Figure 1). The purity of CO2 output streams may vary from single percentages by

volume16,17 to almost pure CO2,3 depending on the technology used.

DAC processes piloted to date generally use either natural gas, waste heat, and/or elec-

tricity to supply the required energy. Different energy sources will impact the efficiency and

economics of a DAC plant.

3.2 Classification of DAC technologies

Here, DAC technologies are structured according to four main CO2 separation mechanisms:

physical and/or chemical binding to either (i) a liquid or (ii) a solid material; (iii) separation

based on differences in gas diffusivities; and (iv) separation by differences in freezing point

(Figure 2). DAC technologies that bind CO2 to a liquid or to a solid material can be further

categorized by their respective CO2 regeneration driver (i.e., the driver that releases the

CO2 from the material it is bound to). Similarly, the separation by differences in diffusivity

can be distinguished between pressure-driven processes (membrane as a sieve) and voltage-

driven processes (electrochemical separation). For separation by freezing point (cryogenic
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separation), we solely focus on vapor-solid separation of CO2. This classification leads to

11 (non-exhaustive) distinct DAC technologies, listed in Table 1. Detailed descriptions of

all technologies are provided in Section 1 in supplementary information (SI). This particular

classification approach was chosen to span the technological landscape of DAC processes and

highlight specific obstacles associated with each technology. This classification also allows

for future incorporation of yet unknown research, development and demonstration (RD&D)

actions.

Figure 2 | The four primary separation mechanisms in DAC processes. (i) ‘Absorption’, which
works by binding the CO2 within a liquid; (ii) ‘Adsorption’, which works by binding the CO2 to the surface
of a solid; (iii) ‘Membrane’ that separates via different diffusion abilities; and (iv) ‘Cryogenic’ process that
desublimates (phase change from gas directly to solid without an intermediate liquid phase) CO2 based on
the higher freezing point compared to other atmospheric gasses. The CO2 produced from the main separation
processes is directed for further conditioning and storage. In absorption and adsorption technologies different
drivers for the regeneration of the material can be applied, including water (steam or humidity), electricity,
and heat, which results in 11 DAC technology categories (see Table 1).
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Within each of the 11 DAC technologies (see Table 1), multiple configurations can exist,

which can differ by material, equipment, process layout, and energy vector. Configurations

reflect the different process layouts, realized either by different DAC companies (or research

organizations) pursuing a similar technology, e.g., Climeworks18 and Global Thermostat19

both use adsorption with a temperature vacuum swing process, or by different energy vector,

e.g., Carbon Engineering20 looking at both natural gas-fired and electric calciners. A list of

these configurations is provided in Table 1 in SI.

Table 1 further lists existing DAC companies (not exhaustive), grouped by the 11 tech-

nologies. This assignment was done based on our best knowledge using publicly available

information and patents. We have not listed DAC companies in the table for which central

aspects for classification are proprietary or publicly unknown (e.g., AirCapture,83 Airmyne,84

hago energetics85). We also excluded companies mainly focused on integrating DAC into ex-

isting infrastructure (e.g., Cedar Carbon,86 CO2Rail,87,88 NeoCarbon,89 Soletair Power90)

and DAC companies which are primarily focused on the production of e-fuels instead of

generating negative emissions (e.g., Aircela,91 Prometheus,92 and RedoxNRG,93 Terraform

Industries94).

3.3 Technology readiness and data quality

For technology analysts, policy and decision makers, and potential investors interested in

DAC, a good understanding of the current state of technology development is highly valuable,

yet access to good public data on technology performance is currently scarce or non-existent.

As presented in Table 1, most current companies are pursuing a solid sorbent-based

approach using temperature vacuum swing adsorption (TVSA), denoted here as Technol-

ogy 2C. Climeworks18 has deployed this technology at scale.95 Liquid solvent paired with an

electrically-driven DAC process (Technology 1D) is second, whereas only one or two com-

panies pursue each of the other technologies. Technologies 1B, 1C, and 3A are not pursued

by any company at present. For 1B this is due to the very early stage of the technology,
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Table 1 | Classification of DAC processes based on the CO2 capture mechanism and release
drivers. For each DAC technology (i.e., from 1A to 4A), the known capture material, existing companies
pursuing the technology, and a data quality assessment are provided. The quality of the publicly available
data is assessed based on studies that provide mass, energy, and cost values for each DAC technology. In
the ‘process data’ (technical performance data, i.e., mass and energy balance) and ‘plant data’ (economic
performance data) columns, colors are represented as: (i) green, high confidence (multiple peer-reviewed
studies, theoretical understanding with experimental validation); (ii) yellow, medium confidence (multiple
modeling or simulation studies, lack of testing and validation); (iii) red, low confidence (single study, multiple
news articles, mostly incomplete data derived from simulations or concept studies); and (iv) gray: no data
is found.

Capture
Mechanism Release Driver Capture Material Companies Process Data Plant Data

1A: High-grade heat Hydroxide (KOH) Carbon Engineering [20] (1point5 [21]) [22] [23–25]

1B: Crystallization &
low-grade heat Amino acid – [26–28]

Monoethanolamine (MEA) –
1C: Low-grade heat stripping

Amino acid –
[29–31] [30–32]

Hydroxide (KOH/NaOH) Carbon Blade [33],
CO2CirculAir (SMART-DAC) [34]

1:
Absorption
(with liquid

solvent)

1D: Voltage

Unknown E-quester [35],
Mission Zero Technologies [36]

[31, 37]

2A: High-grade heat Hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) Heirloom [38], Origen [39]/8 Rivers [40] [41, 42] [41]

Ammonium resins
Avnos [43], Infinitree [44],
Carbon Collect
(MechanicalTreesTM) [45]2B: Humidity

Alkali Carbonate Clairity [46]

[47, 48]

Amine [14] Carbyon [49], Climeworks [18], Emissol [50],
Global Thermostat [19], Hydrocell [51]

MOF AirthenaTM [52], Carbon Infinity [53],
AspiraDAC [54]

Zeolites TerraFixing [55],
GreenCap Solutions [56] (Removr [57])

Akali carbonate Sustaera [58] (Susteon Spinout [59])

2C: Low-grade heat and/or
vacuum and/or steam

Unknown

Air View Engineering [60],
BLANCAIR [61], Carbon Capture [62],
DAC City [63], InnoSepra [64], Noya [65],
Skytree [66]

[3, 4, 67, 68] [3]

Redox-active molecule
(e.g., Quinone) Verdox [16], Holy Grail [69]

Ion-exchange fiber Carbominer [70]

2:
Adsorption
(with solid
sorbent)

2D: Voltage

Hydroxide (Ca(OH)2) [71] ParallelCarbon [72]

[67, 73]

3A: Pressure gradient Polymer membrane – [17]3:
Membrane
Separation 3B: Voltage Ion Exchange Membrane [74] RepAir [75] [76, 77]

4:
Cryogenic
Separation

4A: Phase change (vapor-solid) N/A HighHopesTM [78] [79–82]
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limiting it to laboratory research. On the other hand, 1C is mature but mainly applied to

point-source capture from a stack, and similarly, 3A is not yet pursued for DAC applications

at high TRL.

Eight out of the 11 technologies have yet to reach the pilot plant stage (TRL 6, following

the U.S. Department of Energy definition2). No operational plant data exist, and the only

information available comes from lab-scale experiments (TRL 3–4), small lab pilots (TRL 5)

and/or from modeling. This implies that most DAC technologies still have significant lead

time to reach commercialisation. Due to low TRLs for the majority of DAC technologies,

most public data sources limit their scope to the capture process itself, and do not include

any auxiliary material and energy requirements, or equipment costs for the deployment of

the process within a DAC plant. Accordingly, in Table 1 the available data for each of

the 11 technologies is separated into two different categories: (i) mass and energy balance

(MEB) data of the capture process (e.g., system boundary is placed around the DAC unit,

and not around the DAC plant as of Figure 1) and, (ii) additional data required for the

deployment of a DAC plant (system boundary as defined in Figure 1). The former allows for

an approximation of performance for the different technologies (see Section 4.1), whereas the

latter provides sufficient information for a (rudimentary) techno-economic assessment (see

Section 4.2).

The quality of the publicly available data is indicated through colors in Table 1, grouped

into low, medium, and high confidence.

Table 1 highlights that good quality, independent, and complete data for DAC plants is

scarce, if not lacking from the public domain. The publicly available Stripe/Frontier appli-

cations67 are one of the rare resources for data on the rapidly increasing number of startup

DAC companies. There is a general lack of technical performance data for 6 technologies

(highlighted in red in the ‘process data’ column of Table 1), and only complete and sound

technical and economic data is available for 3 technologies (highlighted in green in the ‘plant

data’ column of Table 1).
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Publicly available data for each of the different technologies is compiled and presented in

Table 2. This data represents the baseline for the identification of techno-economic drivers

(see Section 4), obstacles (see Section 5), and the formulation of priority initiatives (see

Section 6).
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Table 2 | Publicly available data for the considered DAC technologies. Data on maximum TRLs, energy requirements (i.e., natural gas,
waste heat and electricity), water dependency, effect of humidity, raw material requirements, produced wastes, and estimated land use are provided
per identified DAC configuration. The 11 DAC technologies (listed in Table 1) have been further classified into configurations based on their difference
in material (m), equipment (q), process layout (p), or energy vector (e).

DAC Configuration Max
TRL

CO2 Purity
[%]

Natural Gas
[GJ/tCO2]

Waste Heat
[GJ/tCO2]

Electricity
[GJ/tCO2]

Water
Dependency Humidity Raw Materials Waste Estimated

Land Use

(e)NG 6 97 9.8 – –

(e)Electric ? 97 5.3 – 1.31A

(e)Syngas ? 97 5.3 – 0.3

High
(around 4.38 t/tCO2,

as 500t/hr for
1MtCO2/yr plant)

Drier areas have larger
water requirements

(increased evaporation)
KOH and CaCO3 solutions

Waste CaCO3 fines
(0.03 t/tCO2, as 3.4t/hr for

1Mt/yr CO2 captured),
degraded KOH

>0.016 km2/Mt/yr [96]

1B (m)PyBIG 3 100 – – 3.25* Water intake expected
but magnitude unknown Same as 1A Glycine and sarcosine amino acids Degraded amino acids, waste

M-BBIG (an organic molecule) No data

(m)MEA 1–2 100 – – 15.9 (10.7+) High Same as 1A MEA solution Degraded MEA, volatile MEA
– emissions to the atmosphere Large plant footprint

1C

(m)Amino acid 4 100 – – 16.6 (12.6+) High Same as 1A Amino-acid salt solution Degraded amino-acid salt solution Large plant footprint

1D (q)BPMED 4 90 – – 22.4 Same as 1A Same as 1A KOH solution Degraded membrane and KOH No data

2A (m)MgO looping 6 ? 5.9–8.0 – 0.3
Depending on mineral
and hydration, N/A for
MgO, 2.5-5t/tCaO [97]

High humidity increases
reaction rate Fines makeup (MgCO3) Loss of fines to environment

6 km2/Mt/yr
(large area needed
for MgO spreading)

2B (p)Passive air flow 4 5 – – 1.2
High water demand
for CO2 release and

material regeneration
Very low humidity required Ion exchange resin powder (I200)

from polypropylene with ammonium Degraded ion exchange resin
0.08 km2/Mt/yr [96]

(unknown spacing criteria
of mechanical trees)

(p)waste heat 9 99 – 9.8 1
2C

(q)heat pump 99 – 5.9 (4.9*)

Cooling to condense
water

Humidity will impact performance.
For one specific sorbent, higher

humidities negatively impact cost.
Amine-based solid sorbent Degraded amine-based solid

sorbent 0.1-2 km2/Mt/yr [96]

2D (q)bed100 3–4 100 – – 1 N/A No effect Redox-active materials (e.g., quinones) No Data No Data

3A (p)deltaP50 1–2 40–60 – – 44–62 N/A No Data Organic polymer membranes No Data No Data

3B (m)shorted membrane 3–4 ? – – 41–62 N/A No Data
PiperIon PAP-TP-85 ionomeric

membrane and conductive additives
(e.g. CNTs, Vulcan XC-72R)

No Data No Data

4A (p)heat exchanger 2 ? – – 5 N/A Air is usually dry below freezing Aluminum for heat exchanger N/A Limited to arctic regions

* Electricity demand for low-grade heat pumps. Heat demand follows from multiplication with COP, here assumed to be 2.
+ Electricity demand for resistive heaters to provide low-grade heat (COP of 1).
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4 Techno-economic drivers

We compared all technologies, apart from cryogenica, based on their techno-economic data.

For each, we extracted insights from the regional variation in price and carbon intensity

(Section 4.1) and, when possible, from full TEA of FOAK DAC plants (Section 4.2). The

results of this analysis drive our obstacles, and more specifically obstacles primarily linked

to the high energy and cost requirements of DAC technologies and their current develop-

ment state. When obstacles are identified from this analysis, they are marked following the

complete list of obstacles presented in Section 5. Obstacles are denoted as ‘#A’, where ‘A’

refers to the number assigned to each obstacle.

4.1 Insights from energy prices and carbon emissions

The capture cost of a DAC plant depends on location due to wider system integration

and local ambient conditions. DAC is often proposed to be renewable electricity or waste

heat powered. This may be a justifiable assumption for a future where the electricity grid

is fully decarbonized, or for small plants that can tap into limited available waste heat.

Here, however, we analyze DAC technologies assuming existing energy supply systems, and

translated the energy demand values from Table 2 to operational costs for different regions

in the worldb, using costs and emission intensities for four case study countries and one ‘best

case’ scenario (see Table 3). The ‘best case’ scenario combines the lowest observed energy
aIt has been stated that the energy requirements of a cryogenic DAC unit are comparable to other

DACs only when cryogenic refrigeration units reach efficiencies above 30% (currently around 15%) and heat
exchangers operate with a temperature difference between the cold and warm air of less than 3K at the
cold end.79 These operating conditions are limited to arctic regions. Furthermore, these regions are exposed
to seasonality, limiting the suitable operation time to 6 to 9 months per year. All these challenges make
its scalability to Gt-scale extremely far more difficult than for other processes. Still, RD&D in cryogenic
applications is vital, as cryogenic technologies become more competitive in post-combustion capture where
CO2 concentrations are much higher.

bWe did not optimize any DAC configuration for different areas but rather used publicly available data.
The impact of humidity and temperature on energy requirements or on general suitability of a configuration
are neglected. Also, we likely underestimate the energy requirements by assuming the process values (in the
case of limited data) are identical to those of a complete DAC plant. It is worth noting that this is a first
order approximation to explore the costs of a DAC process for different infrastructure and energy supply
designs.
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prices (reported in the USA) with the lowest observed natural gas leakage rates (reported in

UK and Germany) and renewable electricity production. The methodology of the calculation

is detailed in Section 2 in SI.

Table 3 | Energy-related foreground data for 5 case studies. Energy prices,99,100 carbon inten-
sity,101,102 natural gas (NG) leakage,103 and associated global warming potential (GWP) on a 100 year time
horizon for four case study countries and one hypothetical ‘best case’, which combines the lowest energy
prices with the minimal leakage rates and renewable electricity production.

Case study NG Pricea

[USD/MWh]
Electricity Pricea

[USD/MWh]

Carbon Intensity
of Electricity
[gCO2e/kWh]

Natural Gas
Leakage

[%]

GWP100 for
leaked Methaneb

[gCO2e/kWh]

USA 12.9 68.2 388 1.3 25.3

UK 27.6 147.5 225 0.3 6.7

Germany 29.0 149.6 311 0.3 5.3

France 40.8 117.9 51 1.7 34.2

Best case 12.9 68.2 12 0.3 5.3

a Costing year of 2019, exchange rate USD to GBP of 1.28.98

b Global warming potential (GWP) assessed on a 100 year time horizon for methane, assuming 100% share in
natural gas.

The different case studies allow us to assess the impact of energy price and carbon

intensity on capture costs. Despite its large fugitive methane leakage, USA generally shows

the lowest costs (Figure 3, which indicates that energy price is a stronger driver for net

captured costs than CO2 intensity and/or natural gas leakage. In comparison to Germany,

USA values are always lower despite having higher upstream carbon emissions.In France, low-

carbon electricity strongly favors electrically-powered configurations but still leads to higher

costs than the USA case. This underpins the relevance of minimizing energy requirement,

further discussed in Section 5 (#2, #5, #6, #7, #12).

Looking at the differences in net and gross costs across selected countries, the carbon

intensity of electricity has a stronger impact on costs than methane leakage rates of natural

gas. This is not to say that methane leakage is generally less important; the selected countries

lie on the low end for natural gas leakage rates, where values of 2.2% (Brazil, China), 7.2%

(Turkey), 15.6% (Greece), and 21.1% (Slovakia) exist.103 The variability in carbon intensity
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for electricity among our five case studies is larger than the variability in methane leakage

rates, which translates to a stronger impact of the electricity supply on the net costs. Or in

other words, reducing the energy requirements of electrically-powered configurations has a

higher impact on net-removal costs than energy reduction for processes powered by natural

gas. This dependency on low carbon electricity and minimal methane leakage rate presents

a clear obstacle to scaling (#20). Furthermore, across considered configurations, five (i.e.,

‘1C: MEA’, ‘1C: Amino acid ’, 1D, 3A, and 3B) would not lead to net-negative emissions

when tying into current energy supply systems, with the exception of that of France. This

further underlines the need for large scale low-carbon electricity (#20), and reductions in

energy consumption, where the energy consumption can improve through selection of optimal

material (#2), process design (#5, #6, #7), equipment (#10, #11), system integration

(#16, #17), and process learning from deployment (doing, experience) (#8, #9, #17).

The results for configurations 1A and 2A also show that renewable energy is not a pre-

requisite for DAC. Oxy-fired natural gas-driven processes show competitive energy costs.

Neither 1A nor 2A lead to net-positive emissions. Moreover, the natural gas configurations

are at the lower end of the cost ranges compared to the other technologies. This shows that

fossil-powered DACCS may have a place in the transition to a zero carbon grid.

Based on the best case scenario in Figure 3 and only accounting for the price of electricity

and natural gas, the energy cost could range between USD20–1000/t of net CO2 removed.

These numbers are solely indicative due to inhomogeneous data quality, missing independent

validation of reported performance (#4, #8, #9, #12) or unknown effects of geographical

temperature and humidity variation (#3, #16), but provide baseline threshold values.

We believe that inhomogeneous data quality has the strongest effect on prohibiting a fair

comparison on energy-related costs illustrated in Figure 3. The most extreme example is

Technology 2B. Humidity Swing produces a significantly less concentrated stream of CO2

as a product (5%) than other technologies. It is expected that significant energy will be

required to condense large amounts of water and to concentrate CO2 so it can be plugged
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Figure 3 | Net energy and gross energy (in brackets) costs in USD/tCO2. The costs are provided
for the 14 DAC configurations and for 5 electricity mix cases: USA, UK, Germany, France, and ‘best case’.
‘N/A’ denotes net positive emissions due to an emissions factor (i.e., amount of CO2 emitted over amount
of CO2 captured) of >1 (see Section 2 in SI).
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into current permanent storage options, or that alternative storage options for low-purity

DAC have to be developed. Technology 2B also assumes that passive air flow is sufficient for

allowing the atmospheric air to pass through the air contactor unit. If this is not the case,

additional energy will be required.

4.2 Insights from first-of-a-kind DAC plant economics

As indicated in Table 1, sufficient data is available for technologies 1A, 1C, 2A, and 2C to

conduct a harmonized TEA, for which the results are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Figure 4 presents the levelized cost of gross CO2 captured of the first-of-a-kind (FOAK)

commercial plants for these 4 technologies (total of 6 configurations) and using US energy

prices. The estimated cost ranges between USD60–2750/tCO2 where two cost values are

presented for each configuration due to different assumptions for process and project contin-

gencies, and the range in available cost data. Technology 2A currently presents the lowest

cost (i.e., around USD60–300/tCO2) and a high spread between the estimated cost values,

which mainly originates from the large difference of the two plant sizes presented in McQueen

et al. 41 . Technology 2A is also the only technology that currently has the potential to cost

below USD100/tCO2, but values can reach up to USD300/tCO2. In addition, the cost values

for net removed CO2 are found to be 19% to 48% higher. For Technology 1C, regardless of

the configuration, the emissions from the DAC process in the US context would be larger

than the captured CO2, resulting in a net increase of CO2 emissions instead of a reduction

(no diamonds for Technology 1C in Figure 5).

Figure 4 also shows that the largest share of the cost for a FOAK plant is attributed to

capital cost items: project and process contingencies (see Figure 4) contribute to 17–39%,

depending on the configuration. The process contingencies represent the likely cost increase

a technology will undergo when moving from lower TRL to a FOAK commercial plant (as a

result of issues that require further engineering, the addition of auxiliary or balance of plant

equipment, inefficiencies during scale up, among others).104 Other large cost contributors are
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direct equipment and installation costs (green bars), ranging from 16 to 40%, and owner’s

costs (blue bars), ranging from 7 to 14%. High equipment costs highlight the urgency and

importance in research, development and construction of fit-for-purpose equipment, which

is currently lacking (#10), for significant reduction in capital expenditure (CAPEX). Op-

erational costs represent a smaller share of the total capture costs for some technologies

(i.e., 1C and 2C) and a higher share for others (i.e., 1A and 2A). As we move from FOAK

to the nth-of-a-kind (NOAK) plant, it is expected that capital costs will fall more rapidly

than operational costs as a result of learning by doing and scaling.105 Reducing operational

costs requires reducing energy use, which is limited by physical boundaries (a second law

efficiency of >20% is seldom seen in separation technologies). To achieve further opera-

tional cost reduction, insights and breakthroughs in material science are also crucial (#1).

Technologies 1C and 2C could highly benefit from this area of research, innovation, and

development (see operational costs in Figure 4).

For capital costs of the TVSA configuration, we used quotes from interviews with Clime-

works’ founders. They state that USD10–15M was required to build the Orca plant (with

removal capacity of 4,000 tCO2/yr)18 and USD3–4M for building the Hinwil plant (with

removal capacity of 900 tCO2/yr).18 In addition, independent academic assessments and

breakdown of the capital costs are beginning to be published from IEAGHG 10 , Young

et al. 105 , Sendi et al. 106 , Valentine et al. 107 . There are still significant uncertainties, es-

pecially with respect to the air contactor cost, as completely novel designs are required.

However, capital costs are estimated at 40–60% of the total investment cost for a FOAK

plant and about 20% for a NOAK plant.10,105

Additionally, it is important to highlight that technologies 1A and 2A exhibit the lowest

FOAK costs. Both of these technologies utilize significant economies of scale compared to

2C, for example, which is more modular. This leads to lower capital costs, particularly

for the FOAK plant. Conversely, this also means that fewer opportunities are available to

bring down the capital cost via technological learning.105 As a result, these technologies will
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Figure 4 | Estimated levelized FOAK gross capture cost for 7 configurations using our harmo-
nized TEA framework. The 7 configurations are presented in Table 2 and described in Section 1 in SI.
Note: The low and high estimates result from using upper and lower values for contingencies (see Tables 3
and 4 in SI), and the upper and lower data values provided by the original sources. The bars are presented
here are based on energy prices for the USA and represent gross capture cost. The costs for net CO2 removal
are larger and available as a diamond when they fall within the scale of the graph, based on the respective
DAC process emissions: ‘1A: NG ’, +13%; ‘1A: Electric’, +34%; ‘1C: MEA’, net positive, ‘1C: Amino acid ’,
net positive (see Figure 3); ‘2A: MgO looping ’, +10%; ‘2C: TVSA waste heat ’, +12%; ‘2C: TVSA heat
pump’, +174%.
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not necessarily demonstrate the lowest costs for a NOAK plant. Beyond the scale of the

technology, technology 2A also benefits from an uncomplicated process design and low-cost

sorbent. However, there are limits to the scalability of this technology based on sorbent

availability. But, this can be overcome by using other minerals such as CaO.

In summary, Figure 4 presents four points: (i) current DAC technologies have net removal

costs well above USD100/tCO2 (this is in line with reported cost for DAC technologies of

>USD300/tCO2
6), (ii) the spread between higher and lower cost estimates is large, denoting

the current level of DAC deployment and the uncertainty around reported technology per-

formance, (iii) some DAC technologies would render net positive emissions when deployed

in today’s US energy system (or in similar electricity grids), and (iv) large cost shares of

CAPEX indicate expected large future cost reduction for NOAK plants.

Figure 5 | Equipment cost breakdown for 7 configurations resulting from the harmonized
TEA. The 7 configurations are presented in Table 2 and described in SI, Section 1. Any pieces of
equipment which make up more than 10% of the total equipment cost are labeled.

Figure 5 breaks down equipment cost presented in Figure 4. It shows that air contactors
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and absorbers for absorption-based technologies (i.e., 1A and 1C) have a high contribution

to equipment cost. Lack of optimal, fit-for-purpose air contactors or other separation units

make this cost share more significant (#10). According to Keith et al. 23 , the high cost for air

contactors (for Technology 1A) is associated with their size and slow transfer of gaseous CO2

into the solution. These are also expected barriers for the case of absorbers and water wash

columns (Technology 1C), where limited lab-scale and absence of pilot-scale testing make

it more difficult to accelerate the design of optimal DAC separation units both at process

design (#8, #10, #11) and system integration levels (#17). Additionally, pellet reactors

and calciners, for Technology 1A, and washing columns and blowers/fans, for Technology 1C,

also represent a significant share of CAPEX. The cost for pellet reactors and calciners maybe

overcome with specialized supply chains (#14).

The equipment cost estimates for the ‘1C: MEA’ and ‘1C: Amino acid ’ configurations

are based on the work of Kiani et al. 30 . For the ‘1C: MEA’ configuration, Kiani et al. 30

estimated that the water washing column and the absorber account for 73% of the capital

cost. The ‘1C: Amino acid ’ configuration does not require a washing section, which reduces

its capital costs (see Figure 4). The main cost driver for the ‘1C: Amino acid ’ configuration

is the blower and fans, at 46% of the total equipment cost. The second largest contributor

is the absorber, which accounts for 20% of the equipment cost. However, Kiani et al. 30

assumed cost reductions for the absorber for the application in DAC. If no cost reductions

are applied (and a conventional absorber is used), then the absorber would have been the

largest equipment cost, at 59% share.

For configuration ‘2A: MgO looping ’, the cost of purchasing the mineral and the opera-

tional expenditure (OPEX) associated with moving them are the biggest cost contributors.

Switching from MgCO3 to a cheaper, more abundant mineral (e.g., CaCO3) could signif-

icantly decrease the cost of this technological solution. The calciner is the second most

important cost item in Technology 2A. Heirloom is pursuing an electrically-powered cal-

ciner, which is different from the here-used study by McQueen et al. 41 . It is not clear if an
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electric calciner will reduce the equipment cost but it is expected to have an impact on the

net CO2 removal cost and OPEX.

The four main cost drivers of adsorption-based technologies using a temperature vacuum

swing process (Technology 2C) are: (i) high capital costs for the air contactor, the blowers

and fans, and the switching valves; (ii) high fixed operational cost; and (iii) high variable

operational cost, for the ‘heat pump’ configuration. The primary energy driver for adsorption-

based systems is the energy required for sorbent regeneration. The crux here is that in current

adsorption systems like Technology 2C, most energy is not needed to break the bond between

the sorbent surface and CO2, but for heating packing material and desorbing co-adsorbed

water. This issue could be addressed by pursuing one of three different solution approaches:

(i) development of materials that capture CO2 by creating weaker bonds (e.g., physisorbents)

for releasing it with less energy input, (ii) development of materials with a low heat capacity,

and (iii) development of materials that do not co-adsorb (significant) amounts of water.

The second biggest energy driver for adsorption-based systems is the energy required for

passing large amounts of air through the air contactor unit (due to the resistance to flow

that the air contactor and the material impose, known as backpressure) (#10). The higher

the backpressure the greater the energy requirement is.

5 Obstacles

Based on the insights obtained from publicly available data on DAC technologies, our TEA

harmonization, and our consultation sessions with the advisory board, we developed a list

of obstacles categorized into: (i) materials, (ii) process design, (iii) equipment, (iv) system

integration, and (v) infrastructure obstacles (see Table 4). A comprehensive list of these

obstacles is provided in Table 5 in SI, and they are further analyzed in this section.
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Table 4 | List of technology- and infrastructure-related obstacles. Technology related obstacles are
further classified into: (i) materials, (ii) process, (iii) equipment, and (iv) system integration obstacles.

No. Category Obstacle

#1 Material Unexplored materials

#2 Material Unexplored material benefits

#3 Material Unknown/unreported stability and recyclability

#4 Material Missing independent validation of reported performance

#5 Process design Lack of detailed process designs and evaluation

#6 Process design Unexplored synergies between material and process development

#7 Process design Unexplored process potential

#8 Process design Missing validation of process operation at scale

#9 Process design Lack of public data and independent performance assessment

#10 Equipment Lack of fit-for-purpose equipment

#11 Equipment Unexplored process intensification

#12 Equipment Lack of comparative studies in DAC settings

#13 Equipment Designs for crucial DAC equipment are proprietary

#14 Equipment Lack of specialized supply chains

#15 System Integration Lack of TEA and LCA studies

#16 System Integration Lack of studies on DAC integration into local/regional climates

#17 System Integration Lack of upscaling studies

#18 System Integration Lack of studies on regional environmental and socio-economic impacts

#19 System Integration Lack of DAC integration into industrial clusters

#20 Infrastructure Competition for access to low-carbon energy

#21 Infrastructure High water footprint

#22 Infrastructure Land transformation and high footprint

#23 Infrastructure Lack of existing CO2 transport infrastructure

#24 Infrastructure Lack of existing CO2 storage sites24



5.1 Materials

The most advanced DAC technologies primarily rely on commercially available materials

(e.g., potassium and calcium hydroxide or polymer resins) around which a working concept

has been formulated. This approach has helped to reduce technical risk and support acceler-

ated pilot, and commercial scaling.18–20 There are numerous existing materials and millions of

hypothetical ones that can be generated in silico to be explored for DAC applications.108–112

Their properties (e.g., density, solubility, permeability, volatility, viscosity, porosity, heat of

absorption, heat of adsorption, thermal conductivity) cover a broad design space, making

their exploration challenging (#1). Further materials research could help reduce the energy

consumption or increase CO2 removal efficiency (#2). For example, material properties such

as specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity have a direct impact on the process en-

ergy requirements and, consequently, the OPEX of the DAC process.109 However, even for

existing materials, trade offs between material properties are largely unexplored. Lack of

such studies and established frameworks for guiding the selection of materials are currently

an obstacle in enabling an advanced and rapid deployment of DAC technologies (#2).

Material stability (thermal, chemical or mechanical) and recyclability (#3) are crucial

in reducing the economic and environmental impact of the DAC unit. Using materials

which are not stable or reusable for many capture and release cycles may increase opera-

tional costs for material replacement, and a higher environmental impact, due to a greater

demand for material synthesis, disposal and, in some cases, degradation due to oxidation

or thermal decomposition.113–118 For most materials there are questions on stability when

operating in a real-world environment, especially as a result of exposure to high oxygen

concentrations or other impurities in air.117,119 The degradation of materials may also lead

to atmospheric release of unwanted compounds which could require additional remediation

cost.115,116 However, there is currently a lack of studies on the mechanisms that cause mate-

rial aging, degradation, and loss to the atmosphere. Also, it has been shown that different

environments have a varying effect on materials performance, especially productivity (#3).
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For example, some adsorption materials may perform well in terms of CO2 removal effi-

ciency in dry environments, but are expected to perform poorly under high humidity (e.g.,

zeolites, K2CO3).68,117,119–121 The lack of repeated cyclic exposure to capture and release

conditions is a crucial obstacle to scale and is related to the current state of DAC: early

stage of R&D, advanced RD&D comes from companies rather than academic groups and

research organizations, and limited availability of test trials.

Lack of reported/measured properties for existing materials or theoretical optimal prop-

erties make it difficult to build a framework for what makes an “ideal” material for DAC

applications. There is also a lack of independent validation of reported performance (#4),

given that many inventions are further developed within company walls, limiting public

dissemination of performance data.

5.2 Process Design

For 5 out of the 11 considered DAC technologies in this study, detailed process designs

are not yet formulated (#5). Process designs that do exist often cover the heart of the

separation process (i.e., CO2 capture and release) with constrained boundaries neglecting

other elements/units/systems crucial for scaling up DACCS (e.g., integrated energy systems,

heat and electricity storage layouts, CO2 conditioning processes and equipment needed for

CO2 utilization/conversion/storage). Depending on the selected CO2 destination option,

different specifications (e.g., CO2 purity, maximum level of impurities, temperature and

pressure) of the CO2 product stream will be required and those are often not taken into

account in process designs. Consequently, for Technologies 1B, 2B, 2D, 3A, and 4A, ‘process

data’ is very limited (see Table 1). For the remaining technologies, independent assessment

of process design and performance is also missing, but available for technologies (i) 1A on

KOH with calcium looping,23 (ii) 1C on amine-based carbon capture,30 (iii) 1D on KOH with

electrochemical regeneration,31 and (iv) 2C on solid sorbent TVSA.3,105 Where independent

assessment of process design and performance is present, it is probable that there is room to
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further optimize process design and operation.105

However, detailed process models that use traditional performance criteria, such as CO2

removal efficiency – in the case of a CO2 separation process – and energy consumption can

lead to incorrect conclusions in assessing the suitability of a material and a process (#5).

For example, thermodynamic models that exclude mass and heat transfer effects cannot be

used to predict productivity and simple metrics such as working capacity may fail to indicate

the right material and process. Other studies have shown that metrics beyond material and

process design, such as capital and OPEX (their evaluation requires a TEA of the process)

and climate change (its evaluation requires a life cycle assessment (LCA) over the entire

supply chain), may lead to different conclusions on the suitability of a material and/or a

process.108 There are currently limited studies that go beyond material metrics and explore

the synergies between thousands of materials and different process designs with the help of

a computer (#6).

Exploring the synergy between material and process is crucial. Studies have shown that

a lack of such a harmonization can lead to expensive delays in identifying optimally tailored

materials.108–112,114 Also, no framework exists for advising on optimal material and process

characteristics needed catalyze large-scale implementation of DAC. This obstacle is observed

among all DAC techniques, even those currently at higher TRL.

Understanding of key cycle steps and sequences, regeneration methods (e.g., indirect

heating, joule heating, microwave, electric calciner) and bed configurations (e.g., fixed beds,

moving beds, fluidized beds) and packing for DAC processes (#7) is currently limited.114

For example, in adsorption systems the regeneration method for a DACCS system cannot

be easily selected as constraints on CO2 purity might be imposed by the CO2 destination

option.108 If a TVSA process is considered (Technology 1C), there is no straightforward

process configuration to ensure the desired specifications in the product stream can be met

at the lowest possible cost. Alternative heating methods such as indirect heating, steam

injection, or an electrified method could significantly improve the process performance and
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reduce the energy consumption of DAC.122,123

Successful demonstrations at TRL 6 or higher are also critical to increasing process fidelity

and de-risking technologies. There are currently few technologies that operate beyond lab-

scale (e.g., 1A, 2A, 2B, and 2C) and few others that have secured funding for their first

pilot (e.g, 1C) (#8). Moving to a pilot/demonstration phase will enable the verification of

DAC systems and the investigation of gaps that can only be addressed at scale (e.g., the

spacing of air contactors to avoid taking in CO2 depleted air from a neighboring contactor).

For all technologies except 1A and 2C, verification of successful operation beyond lab-scale

is absent. To date, there is a caveat in reported pilot or commercial scale operations, either

because technologies have yet to reach TRL 6, or because plant data is not shared publicly.

Small but important exceptions include Deutz and Bardow 3 and Schellevis and Brilman 124 .

Equally, the lack public data on DAC technology operational performance and experi-

mental data on verification of scaled operation limits independent performance assessment

(#9). This is a barrier to DAC innovation and deployment as it limits researchers from

pursuing concept innovation, companies from refining and optimizing solutions, and gov-

ernments, investors, and policy makers from making the most informed policy and funding

decisions.

5.3 Equipment

Components used in the few existing pilot or commercial DAC plants are either general pur-

pose products or expensive purpose-built solutions. For nearly all DAC technologies, there is

an absence of DAC-specific mass produced equipment, such as air contactors, fans/blowers,

CO2 compressors, and energy units/sources, e.g., heat pumps, heat exchangers, photo-

voltaics, and energy storage layouts (#10).23,125–127 Apart from the air contactors, the other

equipment are already used at commercial scale and, therefore, their conversion to DAC-

specific design is expected to be more straightforward, even though there is still room for

improvement. For example, for technologies requiring low-temperature heat, there is room to
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further improve low-temperature heat pumps, opening up the use of electricity for provision

of regeneration heat.125

Air contactors are key equipment components for DAC due to the significant airflow

required for scaled CO2 capture. To the best of our knowledge, there are currently no

published comparative studies on contactor designs (e.g., conventional contactors, cross-flow

columns, membrane contactors) and their performance in a DAC-specific setting (#11).

preventing fair comparison between different air contactor designs or passive air contacting

methods, which limits the pace of DAC deployment and equipment optimization.

Carbon Engineering has made significant headway in increasing the productivity of air

contactors for liquid solvents.23,128 If DAC is to scale, productivity must improve to reduce

the number of units needed, reducing plant footprint and overall liquid solvent DAC plants

costs (see Section 4). Additional work is needed to optimize other parameters for improved

air contactor designs/ configurations, such as low pressure drop, high CO2 uptake, fast mass

and heat transfer, low footprint, and low capital cost. For instance, Carbyon, developed

a rotating contactor for optimizing these characteristics,49 Global Thermostat designed a

rotating multi-monolith moving bed,129 and Climeworks developed a packed bed system

with appropriate flow distributor plates.130 For membranes the design of optimal modules

remains an open question, for electrochemical regeneration of alkaline solvents an alternative

cell design (e.g., high pressure cells) will potentially overcome cell resistance (as a result of

CO2 bubble formation) and thereby lower energy consumption. An additional challenge

is that existing air contactor designs from Carbon Engineering, Climeworks and Global

Thermostat are proprietary (#13). Ideally, air contactors would be developed by general

equipment providers to serve other DAC companies, lowering capital costs across the DAC

portfolio.

For technologies where solid minerals are regenerated, there is a lack of rigorous compar-

ison and development of different calcination methods (e.g., oxy-fired, post-calcination CO2

capture, solar calcination, electric calcination, or calcination using alternative fuels like bio-
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gas). Equally, air contacting strategies for solid minerals (heaps, trays, reactors, spreading

on land) require further investigation and comparison.

Process, equipment, and material design are highly interdependent and, therefore, an

integrated optimization is important. This can be done through a process intensification

that explores the synergy between different unit operations and processes for efficient per-

formance and low energy consumption. However, this work is currently unexplored for DAC

technologies or lacks publicly available information (#12).

For DAC to scale at a rate adequate to address the pace of climate change plants must

be brought online rapidly. In large industrial settings this generally requires the develop-

ment of specialized equipment supply chains. These do not yet exist, in part because most

technologies have yet to scale to TRL 6 or higher (#14).

5.4 System Integration

In Section 4, the lack of real plant data as inputs for TEAs, the use of different assumptions

and system boundaries across studies, the exclusion of auxiliary and balance of plant equip-

ment, et cetera, have highlighted the challenges associated with current DAC TEA studies

(#15). Comprehensive LCA studies are further challenged, as the system boundaries are

broader (e.g., material synthesis, material reuse or disposal, heat and electricity storage sys-

tems, and integration of CO2 transportation and storage infrastructure) and, therefore, more

data is required. Few studies exist assessing the overall environmental impact of low-carbon

energy sources using a wide set of environmental impact categories. Further, there are cur-

rently limited studies on the evaluation of different electricity (e.g., grid, photovoltaic power

and nuclear) and heat sources (e.g., electricity, waste and solar heat) for DAC technologies in

TEA and LCA studies. For these systems, the integration of high-temperature heat pumps,

a Fresnel solar heat plant, thermal energy and electricity storage systems may be needed

and are rarely present (except from126) to allow for a holistic analysis of the DACCS sys-

tem. DAC(CS) LCAs have shown that energy consumption of DAC is a crucial element in
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terms of environmental impact. Therefore, the consideration of different energy sources is

important for identifying the optimal set of DACCS solutions per location. For instance, the

availability and use of waste heat is considered an optimal heat source as it is available at

low cost and it comes almost burden-free in terms of environmental impacts.

Due to the current lack of DAC demonstration plants, LCAs based on real-world con-

ditions are limited. Existing work has focused on Technologies 1A and 2C3,126,131,132 and

comprehensive LCAs of the other technologies are critically missing, limiting their ability

to guide their development to minimal environmental impact. There is also lack of integra-

tion of DAC with the processes needed for CO2 transportation and storage based on the

geographical storage location: energy needs for compression, infrastructure requirements,

drilling of boreholes, electricity for the injection of CO2, CO2 leakage from CO2 transporta-

tion in pipelines. LCAs that exclude advanced environmental impact categories, such as

material resources and depletion, or important infrastructure aspects such as land transfor-

mation and water availability, are lacking key information. The absence of such system-level

assessments will delay understanding the future role and limitations of DACCS in the climate

response and may delay the design of novel systems (e.g., heat and electricity storage) that

allow for (near-)autonomous DAC operation in proximity of, for instance, geological CO2

storage sites.

How local/regional climate affects the performance, cost and environmental footprint

of the different DAC technologies is a key knowledge gap. Relevant sensitivity studies are

missing for all technologies, with the exceptions of KOH with calcium looping133 and solid

sorbents TVSA106,134 (#16). Across these studies, the net removed cost varies by a factor

of over 2. Climate sensitivity studies are crucial to making informed siting decisions for

DAC, to understanding their performance and resource needs across regions, and also to

adjusting and developing materials and processes to suit specific climates. Terlouw et al. 126

have shown that the deployment of DACCS at geographic locations with CO2-intensive grid

electricity mixes leads to net GHG emissions instead of GHG removal.
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It is expected that upscaling will be crucial for near-future DAC units instead of large-

scale roll-outs. However, there is currently limited work and no publicly available data on

the performance of demonstration plants (#17). Technology scaling will partially depend on

minimum viable size. Naturally, economies of scale lead to lower costs if the plant is larger.

Young et al. 105 showed that for both KOH with calcium looping and MgO looping, the costs

increase rapidly if the starting scale is below 0.5 MtCO2/yr. Meanwhile, the starting scale

does not seem to be as critical for the modular technologies, such as temperature vacuum

swing adsorption or KOH with BPMED regeneration, as it is expected that they can easily

be scaled up (or scaled out). However, there are many important insights that are currently

missing and can be extracted from the operation of these plants, e.g., material replacement,

material degradation, optimal spacing between air contactors,135 process response and op-

erational control, that can be beneficial for optimizing the DAC unit and whole system’s

setting. Also, the starting scale is expected to impact how many doublings can be achieved

in a technology’s development, which is critical to reducing cost via technological learning.

Likewise, there are currently limited studies on regional environmental and socio-economic

impacts (#18). For example, the integration of integrated assessment model (IAM) scenar-

ios into local energy system models are crucial for determining the future carbon removal

potential of DACCS systems. Effectively pursuing this requires a good understanding of

DAC technologies’ technical, economic, and environmental performance. This performance

data can then be fed into local/regional energy system models133,136 and IAMs for assessing

the contribution of DACCS in the low-carbon energy transition.

Lastly, studies on integrating DAC into existing industry clusters are largely absent

(#19). DACCS could benefit if integrated into already existing industrial clusters by either

using waste heat, if available from other industrial processes, or delivering conditioned CO2

to already existing CCUS infrastructure. There are several transport and storage projects

currently in development, which are associated with industrial clusters (e.g., four transport

and storage projects linked to five industrial clusters in the UK, the Porthos project in the
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Netherlands for transporting CO2 to offshore storage sites, and the Houston CCS storage hub

in the US) that DACCS could benefit from by plugging in. Although integration into exist-

ing industrial clusters appears beneficial, it may also present tradeoffs given opportunities to

optimize waste heat integration within the cluster before it is dedicated to DAC operations.

However, the lack of studies on how this integration (including land availability and require-

ments, energy system integration, CO2 conditioning, etc.) could work puts DACCS’ early

scaled deployment at risk. Promisingly, there is ongoing research on the integration of DAC

into existing airflow systems and equipment such as cooling towers, wind turbines, moving

vehicles or heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems,137–140 but detailed work that

goes beyond equipment-level analysis has not yet been conducted.

5.5 Infrastructure

There are multiple common infrastructure-related obstacles across DACCS systems: compe-

tition for access to low-carbon energy (#20), high water footprint (#21), land transformation

and high footprint (#22), lack of existing CO2 transport infrastructure (#23), and lack of

existing CO2 storage sites (#24).

Competition for Access to Low-Carbon Energy. Availability of low-carbon energy

sources is crucial for DAC deployment. DACCS at scale will likely compete with other indus-

tries and with households for access to low-carbon energy, creating challenges in prioritizing

access. Additionally, as shown from our harmonized TEA results, powering a DAC system

with a carbon intensive grid electricity mix would alter the cost of net-removed tons of CO2

significantly, even if the net removal efficiency of the DAC unit is high and negative emissions

are achieved.

Building out renewable electricity supply is one option to provide low-carbon energy

for DAC(CS). Another is nuclear energy, given its low carbon footprint and its continuous

operational capacity. Reliance on natural gas and existing natural gas infrastructure to
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power high-grade heat DAC systems (i.e., Technology 1A could use an oxy-fired calciner for

solvent regeneration) is also possible, however it may be met with resistance as the call to

end fossil fuel use grows.

High Water Footprint. High water use is an obstacle for certain DAC approaches (e.g.,

absorption-based DAC technologies, humidity swing) or DACCS systems (depending on

material synthesis procedure or CO2 storage option). For example, technologies 1A and

1C require a great amount of make-up water (4.38 tonnes per tonne of CO2
23) due to

solvent volatility and/or water losses during process operation. Consequently, a 1MT DAC

facility could require nearly 13,000 tonnes of make-up water a day in a dry region. Lack

of geographical inventories and water risk assessments, including information on scarcity,

is an obstacle for understanding and evaluating the scale and relevance of the potential

environmental impacts related to water use. However, DACCS may rate favorably in terms

of water usage compared to other CDR solutions, such as BECCS, where it may present an

even higher burden for massive scale-up.141,142

Land Transformation and High Footprint. It is unclear how much land area DACCS

installations require given that available data generally focuses on the DAC unit and not

on the wider DACCS system (see Table 2). The physical footprint depends not only on

the removal efficiency of the DAC unit and its design characteristics, but also on DACCS

system-level configuration and integration. For instance, if land requirements of energy

production are taken into consideration, overall land use may be quite significant (e.g., use

of photovoltaics to power DAC units). Also, due to an expected increase in population and

the electrification of energy systems, it is likely that DACCS will compete with agriculture for

land availability and with other industries on land transformation. If DACCS is integrated

into existing industrial clusters, waste heat, if available from other industrial processes, can

be used to support the DAC unit operation. It may also be possible to supply the CO2

product stream into existing CCUS chains by integrating DACCS and CCUS. However,
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studies from such integrations are not currently unavailable.

Lack of Existing CO2 Transport Infrastructure. To enable permanent storage, CO2

can be either transported via pipelines or shipped to storage sites (either geological / in-situ

mineralization storage sites or to plants for integration into durable products), which creates

the need for reliable and low cost transport. In the first case, pipelines and compression

stations along the pipelines are needed.126 Availability of multi-user CO2 pipeline networks

is key for reducing the cost of CO2 transport and for the rapid deployment of DACCS.

Existing examples include the Midwest Carbon Express in the United States, an offshore

CO2 pipeline connecting Belgium with Norway, and the Delta Corridor connecting parts of

Germany and the Netherlands.143

The key obstacles to pipeline buildout are permitting timelines, capital costs, and pub-

lic/political support. CO2 shipping offers safe, reliable, and flexible CO2 transportation

well-suited to short distances and low to medium volume (around 2,000 t or less144), espe-

cially in cases where pipeline transport is not an option. Shipping may be more suitable

near-term for DACCS where low volumes of CO2 are produced, excluding the integration of

DACCS into industrial clusters and DAC Hub projects.

However, there are still obstacles to CO2 shipping related to the CO2 pressurization levels

as different conditioning (i.e., phase, temperature and pressure) is required for different

transportation options and parameters (e.g., amount of cargo set to be transported, the

distance to the final storage site, the arrangement for offloading, and the level of impurities

and condition of the captured CO2). For instance, the design of specialized tanks for piping

and refrigeration systems for the transportation of liquified CO2 is needed.

Lack of Existing CO2 Storage Sites (geological storage and in situ mineralization).

Plans to build CCS and DACCS facilities worldwide have created a gap between anticipated

demand for dedicated CO2 storage sites and the pace of development of storage facilities.

As of today, only a few large-scale geological storage reservoirs have been accessed for CO2
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storage in the US.145 Furthermore, apart from a few examples worldwide,146 these reservoirs

are not optimally organized to support integration.

Permitting timelines, capital costs, and public/political support are also obstacles to

storage buildout. Streamlined permitting regimes for storage reservoirs do not yet exist and

site-specific geologic data and assessments are very limited. This creates a significant market

entry barrier for storage project developers. Furthermore, a lack of continuous monitoring,

measurement, and verification technologies for the stored CO2 are currently an obstacle for

DACCS as well as CCS.147

Given the need for long-term monitoring of geological storage reservoirs to ensure per-

manent removal, enhanced in-situ mineralization is increasingly attracting interest.148,149 It

refers to injecting CO2 into subsurface basalts or peridotites, where it reacts with water to

form solid carbonate minerals.150 These mafic and ultramafic rocks contain a high fraction of

CO2-reactive minerals, allowing rapid carbonation and thus permanently storing the carbon

on geological time scales.146 In-situ mineralization also offers the advantage of requiring less

upfront capital investment and a smaller minimum viable scale compared to conventional

geological storage due to shallower drilling.151,152 While the technology for this approach is

advancing, further piloting and demonstration of CO2 mineralization is imperative for the

scale-up of this storage method.??

6 Priority Initiatives

In this section we present a roadmap (see Figure 6) which includes a set of priority initiatives

aimed at overcoming the 24 key obstacles presented in Section 5, and ultimately targeting

the overall objective of scalable, safe, low-cost, and low-energy DACCS by 2050. Mirroring

the structure of the identified obstacles, priority initiatives are grouped into the categories:

(i) materials, (ii) process design, (iii) equipment, (iv) system integration, and (v) infrastruc-

ture priority initiatives. Note that the first four categories need to be delivered largely by
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2030, i.e., in less than 7 years time, to enable the DACCS scale-up needed. Also note that

in addition to these initiatives, it is imperative DAC deployment (the construction of com-

mercial plants) continues, to close the feedback loop with technology R&D (the blue/white

shaded continued R&D in Figure 6) needed to deliver further technology improvement. This

deployment ramp up is depicted in Figure 6 with the air contactor icons and is based on

projections by Fuhrman et al. 153 . The infrastructure initiatives require continuous delivery

until 2050, to facilitate an expanding DACCS sector (e.g., transport & storage infrastructure

needs to ramp-up in line with DAC ramping). A comprehensive list of all priority initiatives

suggested, including a detailed breakout for all covered DAC technologies, is provided in

Table 6 in SI.
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Figure 6 | DACCS’ technology roadmap to gigaton scale. We list all priority initiatives across 5 main areas: (i) materials, (ii) process
design, (iii) equipment, (iv) system integration, and (v) infrastructure. Expected investment costs, main actors across industry, academia
and government, respectively, and critical activities in a short, medium and long term are assigned for every priority initiative. Installed
predicted capacities by 2030, 2040 and 2050 are obtained from Fuhrman et al. 153 .
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6.1 Materials

We suggest four main initiatives aimed at overcoming obstacles related to CO2 capture

materials: (i) exploration of the material space and identification of optimal materials (#1),

(ii) exploration of material benefits (#2), (iii) assurance of stability and recyclability (#3),

and (iv) independent validation of performance data (#4).

Exploration of material space and identification of optimal materials involves

accessing existing material databases or creating new databases and computer models to

better understand material properties.108,112,154 Public access to these databases and models

will accelerate knowledge transfer and provide the highest impact. Artificial intelligence and

machine learning can be used to speed the exploration of materials.

Exploration of material benefits highlights the need for identifying optimal trade offs

between the properties of capture materials. In practice, this implies experimental (or com-

putational, where experiments cannot be performed) measurements of all relevant material

performance parameters. Property data can then be used to model and evaluate the per-

formance of these materials in the given separation process using metrics such as energy

consumption or CO2 removal efficiency. To facilitate the application of the results in indus-

try, frameworks for the selection of optimal materials that also cover technical, economic and

environmental performance should be established.

Assurance of stability and recyclability refers to the need to ensure long life times

for capture materials. To achieve this, long-term degradation studies for carbon capture

materials, fundamental studies on the factors that cause material aging, degradation, and

the loss of material to the atmosphere (e.g., presence of water, oxygen, or acid gasses) and

studies on the effect of local/regional climates and operation conditions on the material

lifetime have to be conducted.
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Independent validation of performance data flags the need to validate performance

claims for proprietary technologies by independent research organizations and to develop a

benchmark performance protocol for DAC material testing.

6.2 Process Design

We suggest five main initiatives aimed at overcoming obstacles related to DAC processes:

(i) conducting detailed process design, evaluation and optimization of DAC solutions (#5),

(ii) exploration of synergies between material and process development (#6), (iii) exploration

of process potential (#7), (iv) technology validation for large-scale deployment (#8), and

(v) independent assessment of the performance of existing and emerging DAC technologies

(#9).

Conducting detailed process design, evaluation and optimization of DAC so-

lutions refers to the need for conducting detailed process designs and evaluation taking

into account auxiliary process elements (not only the capture and release of CO2), such as

fans/blowers used for enabling the flow of atmospheric air through the air contactor, and

transport phenomena and rate processes, such as momentum, mass and heat transfer. Such

models will enable the extraction of more accurate insights from process optimization and

the use of advanced process performance indicators (e.g., CO2 productivity, capital and op-

erational expenditure, net CO2 removal efficiency) for the selection of both optimal materials

and processes.

Exploration of synergies between material and process development refers to the

need for conducting synergistic material and process optimization to move beyond targeted

materials selection and exploring the wider material space available. This opens up the

potential to identify in silico novel structures that have not been previously considered for

DAC applications.
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Exploration of process potential refers to the need for optimizing cycle steps and

sequences or sequencing of unit operations in a DAC process and ensuring alternative process

configurations are being explored. Examples include the study / development of alternative

regeneration methods for sorbents and solvents (e.g., indirect heating, joule heating, electric

calciner, microwave) or the testing of alternative bed configurations (e.g., fixed beds, moving

beds, fluidized beds).

Technology validation for large-scale deployment refers to the need for: (i) pro-

totyping technologies that have reached proof of concept stage (i.e., 1B, 1C and 3A) in a

lab environment (TRL 5), (ii) piloting more technologies beyond lab-scale (TRL 6+) and

operating them for a sustained duration (minimum of one year), and (iii) continued plant

build out for technologies that have been piloted (1A, 2A and 2C). So far, Climework’s

TVSA technology (2C) is the only technology that has reached commercial scale (TRL 9),

and it is imperative that rapid plant buildout continues. This buildout is expected to spark

the deployment-led innovation needed to reduce costs (155,156).105 It is key to develop these

plants across different geographical regions, which may come with their own technology im-

plementation demands, requiring technology and or system customisation and therefore R&D

(,156 157).105,106 Further, establishing supply chains for TVSA-specific materials and equip-

ment (see Section 6.3) requires a minimum equipment demand which can only be achieved

through continuous deployment at scale.

Independent assessment of the performance of existing and emerging DAC tech-

nologies refers to the need to have independent research organizations corroborate com-

pany disclosures of expected (or measured) performance. Also, it is critical for knowledge

transfer that data from publicly-funded pilots and demonstrations is publicly disseminated

and does not remain within companies walls.
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6.3 Equipment

We suggest five main initiatives aimed at overcoming obstacles related to equipment: (i) re-

search, development and construction of fit-for-purpose equipment (#10), (ii) conducting

of process intensification studies (#11), (iii) conducting independent comparative studies

for process designs and main equipment (#12), (iv) avoidance of proprietary DAC designs

(#13), and (v) support for development of specialized supply chains for generic DAC equip-

ment (#14).

Research, development and construction of fit-for-purpose equipment refers to

the need to design and create equipment specifically for DAC applications instead of using

general purpose products, as this tends to vastly improve performance. Examples include

oxy-fuelled or solar calciners for Technology 1A or robust and efficient heat pumps for Tech-

nology 2C.23,125–127 The key guiding principles to keep in mind when designing fit-for-purpose

equipment is to aim for equipment whose components can be mass produced. Furthermore,

it would be beneficial if equipment could be used across technologies to foster knowledge

spillover and learning.

Conducting process intensification studies highlights the need for studying synergis-

tic effects between different unit operations/processes for an efficient performance and low

energy consumption and the need to design process intensification strategies based on this.

Conducting independent comparative studies for process designs and main equip-

ment refers to the need for comparative assessment by independent research organizations

of the most important DAC process design and system components. Examples could include

different types of calciners or different contactor designs.

Avoidance of proprietary DAC designs refers to the need to incentivize generic tech-

nology developers to develop DAC-specific equipment (e.g., packings, vacuum pumps, other
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contacting equipment).

Support for development of specialized supply chains for generic DAC equipment

refers to the need to define and disseminate the core elements of each DACCS technology so

that industrial parties can start offering equipment to DAC companies.

6.4 System Integration

We suggest five main initiatives aimed at overcoming obstacles related the system integra-

tion: (i) continued independent production of sound and independent TEA and/or LCA for

existing and new DACCS technologies (#15), (ii) conducting local/regional/global climate

sensitivity/environmental impact studies (#16), (iii) conducting upscaling studies (#17),

(iv) conducting studies on regional environmental and socio-economic impacts (#18), and

(v) conducting studies on DAC integration into existing industry clusters (#19).

Continued independent production of sound and independent TEA and/or LCA

for existing and new DACCS technologies refers to the urgency of conducting inde-

pendent TEA and LCA studies for emerging and already existing DAC technologies while

ensuring that measured performance data (e.g., from pilot and demonstration plants) be-

comes publicly available to underpin TEA and LCA studies. Both types of studies rely on

vast amounts of good quality data input and, therefore, it is critical that key system param-

eters and resource requirements are disseminated to the public domain. This becomes more

important as commercial-scale plants come online so the field can quickly learn and evolve.

Funders can accelerate this process by requiring extensive data disclosure for projects they

support. As discussed in Sections 3 to 5, objective cost estimates, for instance, are lacking

for most of the technologies currently in development.

Conducting local/regional/global climate sensitivity/environmental impact stud-

ies refers to the need for conducting geospatial analysis of climate impacts on DACCS
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systems and modeling of DACCS cost sensitivity and environmental impact studies in dif-

ferent geographic environments. DAC siting must be optimized with respect to atmospheric

conditions to enable a safe and responsible global DACCS deployment.

Conducting upscaling studies refers to the near-future need of upscaling DAC units

safely and responsibly. Modular units may be easier for scaling up, however, learnings

from upscaling testing and reporting this, including, e.g., optimal spacing between the air

contactors, are crucial for ensuring optimal DAC park layout designs.

Conducting studies on regional environmental and socio-economic impacts refers

to the need for producing models (e.g., integrated assessment models used for shared socio-

economic pathway scenarios) for assessing regional environmental and socio-economic im-

pacts (in contrast to global ones) on regional energy systems from large-scale DACCS de-

ployment.

Conducting studies on DAC integration into existing industry clusters refers to

the necessity to conduct studies on how to integrate DACCS into local energy systems and

existing industrial clusters to benefit from existing infrastructure. Because DAC generally

requires the handling of large volumes of air, heat, and electricity, and a suitable storage

site, it may benefit from co-siting with other industries or industrial clusters and these

options must be explored. DACCS cannot only benefit from potentially available waste

heat streams from industrial processes but also from storing large quantities of CO2 more

securely by integrating into existing CCS infrastructure. Industries with which DAC can

be integrated include thermal power plants, server farms, cement production or commercial

HVAC handling systems.
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6.5 Infrastructure

We suggest five main initiatives aimed at overcoming obstacles related to infrastructure:

(i) building out global low-carbon energy supply (#20), (ii) managing limited water supply

through smart siting and technology choices (#21), (iii) managing limited land availability

(#22), (iv) development of CO2 transport infrastructure (#23), and (v) development of CO2

storage reservoirs (#24).

Building out global low-carbon energy supply refers to the need for increasing global

low carbon energy supply (both on grid/off-grid electricity and alternative low carbon energy

resources). A rapid build out of renewable (green/clean) grid electricity will be needed to

prevent DACCS from competing with other industries for low carbon energy and thereby

undermining the purpose of climate mitigation and slowing the overall energy transition.

Moreover, large-scale and economically attractive DACCS deployment may require remote

installations close to suitable sites for geologic storage. Therefore, autonomous off-grid sys-

tem layouts, such as solar energy with energy storage, need to be planned and built specif-

ically for DAC plants. On a national level, access to waste energy should be streamlined

across different industries (e.g., nuclear, cement, steel, waste disposal, etc.).

Managing limited water supply through smart sitting and technology choices

refers to the fact that limited water supply is a common challenge across CDR approaches

that can only be partially addressed through strategic siting decisions and appropriate DAC

technology choices. Strategic siting implies siting DAC technologies with the potential to

produce water (e.g., 2C) in more arid areas while refraining to do so for technologies with

high water consumption (e.g., 1a, 1C, and 1D). Better siting decisions can be enabled by

building out geographical inventories and water risk assessments.

Managing limited land availability refers to the fact that limited land supply is a

common challenge across CDR approaches that can only be partially addressed through
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strategic siting decisions and appropriate DAC technology choices. Integration of DAC into

industrial clusters and infrastructure will most likely be key in preventing DACCS from

displacing other industries, including food production and farming.).

Development of CO2 transport infrastructure refers to the need for transporting

CO2 to storage sites for carbon sequestration. DACCS can benefit from available multi-user

CO2 pipeline networks for reducing transport costs and to increase the rate of deployment.

Also, efforts on optimizing costs and operations for CO2 conditioning (for both pipelines and

shipping) and transportation (e.g., building compression stations along the pipelines) are

necessary.

Development of CO2 storage reservoirs is necessary to securely and permanently store

CO2 to ensure both net negativity of the DACCS process and prevent short-term reversals

to the atmosphere. Given long permitting timelines, sufficient storage reservoirs must be

identified and developed today to provide availability both now, as DAC technologies are

piloted, but particularly as these technologies begin to ramp up. Storage reservoirs will

be needed across the globe to support integration with multiple climate-dependent DAC

technologies, and to allow multiple geographies to benefit economically. These reservoirs

could be set up as pay-to-use wells within hub networks, allowing several DAC companies

to collectively store their CO2. Liability for maintaining and monitoring stored CO2 could

be held by the storage partner, or alternatively, by a 3rd party, such as governments, to

alleviate some of the risk involved. Furthermore, streamlined permitting regimes and publicly

available site-specific geologic data and assessments would help de-risk storage projects for

storage developers and reduce storage development timelines.

Both transport systems and storage reservoirs will need to include measurement and

monitoring equipment to provide quantities of captured, compressed, transported and stored

CO2, and account for any potential leaks in the process. Ultimately, determination of all

carbon accounting for DACCS rests on the reliability of MRV tools, beginning with the initial
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measurements. Innovative forms of long term monitoring of subsurface storage may be able

to provide either more detailed surveillance or lower costs, but may need to be included as

infrastructure is built, rather than after the fact.

In short this roadmap provides a menu of activities that need to be undertaken as a

matter of urgency. It includes indicative costs for projects that address the corresponding

obstacles as well as the most likely actor(s) to lead these. This way, investors, governments,

and businesses can pick and choose the activities they feel they are best placed to support,

and our hope is this roadmap will fast-track further DACCS advancement.

7 Conclusions

In this perspective, we proposed a roadmap to 2050 for achieving scalable, safe and low-

cost DACCS. The current body of knowledge on DAC technologies was synthesized and

discussed with a focus on identifying and overcoming obstacles to large-scale deployment.

We introduced a new hierarchy for classifying DAC technologies that supports understanding

of the key DAC performance indicators and the quality of the underlying data, on which

claims on energy requirements and future cost can be built. We then harmonized available

energy and cost data, to allow for a like-for-like comparison between DAC technologies

with available data. We conclude that there is a wide gap between companies’ future cost

estimates of below USD100/tCO2 removal and a path to achieve this objective.

For most DAC technologies, ‘plant data’ is unavailable, presenting a major obstacle to cost

and energy use reduction efforts. For the technologies where ‘plant data’ does exist, future

cost ranges of USD100–300/tCO2 seem attainable, especially due to expected technological

learning from continuous DAC deployment, penetration of low-carbon energy sources, and

ongoing electrification of energy systems. Nevertheless, this cost range is a highly ambitious

target requiring significant technology advancement and is necessary to keep required future

DAC investment below $1 trillion.
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We identified a set of critical priority initiatives that could help overcome the most

important materials-, technical- and infrastructure-related obstacles. As deployment-led in-

novation alone is unlikely to make DACCS economically feasible, we propose simultaneous

investments into research and development, deployment and the buildout of supporting in-

frastructure. Further research is needed to better quantify the cost of proposed priority

initiatives and their attendant research projects and to expand them to cover policy, invest-

ment, international collaboration, and recommendations for the private sector.

8 Data availability

Supplementary Information, containing details of the techno-economic evaluation, is avail-

able for this paper. Correspondence and requests for additional materials should be addressed

to the corresponding author.
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Acronyms

BECCS bioenergy with carbon capture and storage. 34

CAPEX capital expenditure. 19

CCS carbon capture and storage. 33

CDR carbon dioxide removal. 2

DAC direct air capture. 3

DACCS direct air carbon capture and (permanent) storage. 3
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FOAK first-of-a-kind. 5

GBP British pound sterling. 15

GHG greenhouse gas. 2

Gt gigaton. 14

IAM integrated assessment model. 32

LCA life cycle assessment. 27

MEB mass and energy balance. 11

MRV monitoring, reporting and verification. 3

nCDR novel carbon dioxide removal. 2

NOAK nth-of-a-kind. 19

OPEX operational expenditure. 22

RD&D research, development and demonstration. 8

RDD&D research, development, demonstration and deployment. 4, 5

SI supplementary information. 8

TEA techno-economic analysis. 4

TRL technology readiness level. 3

TVSA temperature vacuum swing adsorption. 9

USD U.S. dollar. 15
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